ESD MoneyCards are manufactured to exacting standards in the company's Ft. Washington, PA facility. Combining a highly sophisticated microchip embedded on a PVC plastic card, all ESD MoneyCards are formatted with a unique electronic serial number and a site specific code which will allow them to only be used at your site.

ESD MoneyCard
For Vended Laundries, Multi-housing, Route and Vending Applications
ESD MoneyCards Are Available In Many Options

ESD MoneyCards are available with several different capabilities and a variety of graphic finishes including custom logos designed for your individual locations. The backside of an ESD MoneyCard is imprinted with the serial number and a warning to the card user to "protect the card as if it were cash". Finally, ESD takes extraordinary measures to secure the integrity of your unique MoneyCard formatting for as long as you own the location.

**VANILLA CARDS**

This economical card comes with no printing on the face and offers an inexpensive way to personalize a card by printing a single color logo on the face. Cards are carried in stock.

**MONEYCARDS**

The most popular of all ESD smart cards, this card has a colorful graphic printed on the face. Cards are carried in stock.

**CUSTOM CARDS**

Utilizing the services of the ESD graphic arts department or working from your own graphic file, cards can be printed with your individual four-color logo. There is a one-time set up charge and approximately eight weeks must be allowed for the initial order. Allow only one to two weeks for subsequent orders.